
TCP Meeting
June 13,2023, 11:00am
Via Zoom

In Attendance: AJ Prussin, James Perkins, Paul Avery, Pamela Tate, Aaron Noble,
April Williams, Christa Miller, Jonathan Bradley and Polly Middleton.

AJ started the meeting at 10:53am
Polly Middleton will act a chair person for the July 11, 2023 meeting

Items Discussed
Pam announced about spaces and the food pick up we will losing at Randolph
(New Mitchell Hall) (3/24/2024). We will also be losing all of Old Turner St. and
ADA spaces in that area. We will also be changing the food pick up to temporary
non complaint ADA spaces, before the start of the semester. In March 24 they will
be putting up a construction fence and they won’t be able to go down Turner or
Barger Street, we will be losing all the spaces at that time. They should have a
pedestrian walkway so people will have access to the buildings. The construction
should let delivery trucks in also. WE are still looking for spaces for ADA.
AJ Prussin inquired about invited Dining Services to the meeting to discuss the
loss of Old Turner and food pick up spaces. Pam stated we will get with dining
services.
James Perkins announced the proposal for the 20 ADA spaces for the new
Mitchell Hall near Old Turner. Unsure if its worth moving forward with the project
with the costs.
Christa Miller inquired about ADA spaces on campus, because we have more ADA
hangtags than spaces on campus. AJ inquired about fake ADA hangtag. Christa
believes we have more temporary ADA hangtag.
Jonathan Bradley inquired about carpool signs not being understood, because of
the F/S on the sign. We are looking into signs around campus, and getting
information from other universities. Paul Avey inquired about the article in the
Roanoke Times. James Perkins said some of the information wasn’t accurate.
Parking Services is a paying for the upkeep of NEG and Perry. We do not get any
funding from the state. We are following the master plan of the university, a more
walkable campus.



AJ Prussin inquired when Nick Quint would be back from leave. He wants to
discuss the transportation alternatives. AJ asked if a payroll deduction could go to
the purchase of a bike. James Perkins announced that Nick has been working on a
bike share program, we still have to get approval through the VP for finance. We
had a donation of serval bikes from the Graduate Life Center for use and they are
in the bike hub. A student could use the bike for a semester, but would have to
bring the bike back for safety checks every so often. They would also have to sign
off that they will wear safety equipment.

TCP Meeting Agenda
July 11, 2023, 11:00am, Via Zoom /meeting canceled

Topic

1. Food Pick up spaces
2. 


